
 
 
Contractual Scheme Consultation 
Financial Regulation and Markets 
HM Treasury 
1 Horse Guards Road 
SW1A 2HQ 
 
 
By email to: taxtransparentfund@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk 
 
19 March 2012 
 
Dear Sirs, 

 
HMT consultation on contractual schemes for collective investment. 
 
The Depositary and Trustee Association (“DATA”) represents all depositaries and 
trustees of UK based authorised funds.  At the end of January 2012, the members of 
DATA were responsible for safeguarding £589.5 billion of fund assets.   
 
Please find enclosed DATA’s response to the above-mentioned consultation paper. 
 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.   
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Darren Banks 
Chairman 
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DATA response to HMT consultation on contractual schemes for collective 
investment. 
 
Box 2.A: Questions 1 & 2 
 

1. How important is it to the UK fund management industry to have a UK TTF 
option available and do you agree that an increase in funds domiciled in the 
UK will lead to further economic activity in the UK? 

 
2. Do you agree that introducing a TTF would positively reinforce the UK’s 

reputation as a financial centre? 
 
We strongly support the introduction of two UK tax-transparent fund regimes.  In 
order for the master-feeder provisions in UCITS IV to be attractive to investors on a 
cross-border basis, the master fund needs to be a tax-transparent vehicle. 
 
We agree that introducing a TTF would certainly and positively reinforce the UK’s 
reputation as a financial centre.  An increase in funds domiciled in the UK would lead 
to further economic activity in the UK. 
 
Box 2.B: Questions 3 to 6 
 

3. What are the additional benefits of asset pooling for investors and investment 
managers? What levels of saving are achievable through asset pooling? 

 
4. Do you believe that you or your clients would be able to benefit from an asset 

pooling scheme? If so what quantum of assets would you consider pooling? 
Would you consider investing in an asset pooling vehicle domiciled outside of 
the UK? 

 
5. What, if any, are the reasons that a UK domiciled TTF would be preferable to 

a non-UK domiciled TTF? 
 

6. Would you or your client be likely to transfer assets that are currently 
invested in unauthorised funds, AUTs or OEICs into a TTF authorised as a 
NURS or QIS rather than a UCITS scheme? If so what quantum of assets 
would be transferred? 
 

No comments. 
 
Box 2.C: Questions 7 to 10 
 

7. Do you agree that, as set out in this consultation document, there would be 
no mandatory cost imposed on any UK businesses by the proposed 
legislation? 

 
We believe that there would be no mandatory cost imposed by the proposed 
regulation as they are permissive regimes. 
 

8. Do you agree that businesses that wished to utilise the opportunity provided 
by the legislation (either to set up and operate or access a TTF) would be 
able to reliably assess the cost:benefit equation for their organisation? 



No comments. 
 

9. Do you agree that assumptions set out in the annexed draft impact 
assessment are reasonable? If not, for what reason and how should the 
assumption be adjusted? 

 
10. Do you agree that micro-businesses should be able to utilise the contractual 

scheme as operators and therefore not be exempted from the scope of the 
legislation? 
 

No comments. 
 
Box 3.A: Questions 11 to 14 
 

11. Do you agree that the conditions laid down in new FSMA section 235A(3) are 
appropriate for a scheme which has no legal personality distinct from the 
participants, who collectively own the pooled property? 
 

No comment. 
 

12. Do you agree that the prohibition on transfers of units in a co-ownership 
scheme should be qualified by contractual scheme rules made by the FSA? If 
you do, under what circumstances ought a unit-holder to be permitted to 
transfer units? 

 
We consider that transfers should be permitted under FSA rules where the transfer 
of ownership occurs by operation of law or succession such as on death and under 
some insolvent administrations. However, we are concerned that unintended 
consequences may arise in relation to the distribution of units to investors. This 
arises because, in order to preserve the tax transparency of the TTF, the operator 
will be unable to hold unregistered units (in the managers “box”) and as a 
consequence the depositary will be responsible for the direct issue and cancellation 
of units in the TTF to or from the investors. Our concern is that because of our direct 
contact with the investor the depositary may be deemed to be the party responsible 
for undertaking the required anti-money laundering checks, even though it is the 
operator who has the direct relationship with the investor and is best placed to 
perform the required checks.    
 

13. Are the respective rights of operator, depositary, participants and third 
parties in line with what is required for the commercial operation of such a 
scheme? 

 
Please see our response to question 24 in respect of the role of the depositary as a 
Limited Partner. 
 

14. Does the scope of the operator’s authority to enter into contracts for 
participants fit the practice of the industry for meeting the operator’s costs? 

 
No comments. 
 
 
 



Box 3.B: Question 15 
 

15. Do the provisions for the protection for participants and counterparties 
ensure that the balance of risk between them is fair and proportionate given 
the level of knowledge and expertise on each side? 

 
No comments. 
 
Box 3.C: Questions 16 and 17 
 

16. Do you agree that the most appropriate way for a co-ownership scheme to be 
wound up by the court in the case of insolvency is winding-up as an 
unregistered company? 

 
17. Do you agree with the way in which Parts 4 & 5 of the Insolvency Act 1986 

and Parts 5 & 6 of the Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989 have been 
modified for this purpose? 
 

No comments. 
 
Box 3.D: Questions 18 to 20 
 

18. How important commercially is it that there is provision to facilitate the 
authorisation of co-ownership umbrella schemes? How far do the draft 
provisions meet commercial requirements? 

 
No comments. 
 

19. Does new FSMA section 261N and corresponding provision for winding up by 
the court achieve effective segregation of sub-schemes within a framework 
that allows authorisation and regulation of the umbrella scheme, regulation of 
sub-schemes and free exchangeability of units between sub-schemes? 

 
We note that the language of section 261N is not identical to the language used in 
the protected cell legislation.  As regards subsection (3) we have highlighted 
language in the protected cell legislation which we think adds to the protections.  We 
particularly support the language of "shall not be available for any such purpose" 
which we believe makes it much clearer that the retention of property by assertion of 
lien is also unacceptable. 
 
We also note that the provision at paragraph (3) of the protected cell legislation that 
renders inconsistent agreements void (quoted below) is not explicitly replicated in 
the proposed contractual scheme legislation.  It may be that the deemed knowledge 
of constraints in the deed introduced by section 261L(3) would bring about 
effectively the same results if the deed was clear about segregation.  Nevertheless 
we would prefer there to be an explicit reference. 
 
We would prefer to see the same wording used as in the protected cell legislation. 
Fund documentation could then be more standardised, court interpretations might be 
more consistent, and there could be savings to industry and investors generally in 
consequence. 
 



Contractual schemes only - need segregation to create umbrella 
(3)  The property subject to a sub-scheme is beneficially owned by the 
 participants in that sub-scheme and must not be used to discharge any  
 liabilities of the participants in any other sub-scheme. 
(4)  Any liability of the participants in a sub-scheme arising from the acquisition, 
 management or disposal of the property subject to the sub-scheme shall be 
 discharged solely out of that property. 
 
cf  protected cell – uses segregation to protect investor 
(1) In the case of an umbrella company, the assets of a sub-fund belong 

exclusively to that sub-fund and shall not be used to discharge the liabilities 
of or claims against the umbrella company or any other person or 
body, or any other sub-fund, and shall not be available for any such 
purpose whether such liability or claim was incurred before, on or after the 
date this regulation first applies to such umbrella company. 

(2) Any liability incurred on behalf of or attributable to any sub-fund of an 
umbrella company shall be discharged solely out of the assets of that sub-
fund. 

(3) Any provision, whether contained in an instrument of incorporation, 
agreement, contract or otherwise, shall be void to the extent that it is 
inconsistent with paragraph (1) or (2) and any application of, or agreement to 
apply, assets in contravention of either such paragraph shall be void. 

 
20. Are there any obstacles not addressed in this paper to the proposal to 

authorise co-ownership schemes as a vehicle for collective investment under 
Part 17 of FSMA 2000? If there are, how significant are they and how would 
you suggest addressing them? 

 
If it is suggested that the activities of being a depositary of authorised contractual 
schemes requires an amendment to the permissions of existing authorised persons, 
then we ask that a grandfathering deemed permission extension be provided.  We 
see no policy reason to require applications and consideration of those applications 
for permission extensions to be made. 
 
 
Box 3.E: Questions 21 to 24 
 

21. How far is the legal framework for a limited partnership, having regard to the 
respective roles of general partner, limited partners (participants) and 
depositary, suitable for the commercial operation of a collective investment 
fund? 

 
22. Do you agree that a limited partnership would provide a suitable vehicle for 

open-ended collective investment? How do you see this working in relation to 
the subscription for units by investors? 

 
23. Are there any obstacles not addressed in this paper to the formation of a 

limited partnership as a vehicle for collective investment under Part 17 of 
FSMA 2000? If there are, how significant are they and how would you 
suggest addressing them? 

 
24. Do you agree that the depositary should be a limited partner? 



Our understanding is that the depositary is seen as the initial limited partner in order 
to allow the formation of the limited partnership in accordance with the 1907 Act.  
However, we do not agree that the depositary should be a limited partner as this 
creates potential conflicts in terms of the role of the depositary.  Under the current 
FSA rules, independence is required between the operator (manager) and the 
depositary.  This independence could be deemed to be lost if the depositary takes on 
the role of limited partner.   
 
When acting as depositary for other types of authorised funds, there are certain 
limited circumstances whereby a depositary may be required to take over the 
management of the scheme.  The rules as drafted do not provide for the limited 
partner to manage the scheme.     
 
Therefore, given the number of other modifications being made to the Limited 
Partnerships Act 1907, we would suggest that a further amendment is made to allow 
the registration of a limited partnership which has one or more general partners and 
also either one or more limited partners or a depositary (being a person already 
authorised by the FSA to carry out those functions).  Alternatively, we think the label 
attached to the depositary should be called "the depositary limited partner" to more 
clearly identify that the depositary is of a different category in effect than other 
limited partners who are participants.  In any case, it should be made clear that 
there is no additional liability or responsibilities for depositaries.   
 
Box 3.F: Questions 25 to 27 
 

25. Do you agree that regulation 3 makes appropriate provision for the 
amendment and modification of the Limited Partnerships Act 1907? 

 
26. Do you agree that the prohibition on transfers of units in a partnership 

scheme should be qualified by contractual scheme rules made by the FSA? If 
you do, under what circumstances ought a unit-holder to be permitted to 
transfer units? 

 
27. Does the Act need to be amended or modified in any other respect in relation 

to a partnership scheme? 
 
If it is suggested that the activities of being a depositary of authorised contractual 
schemes requires an amendment to the permissions of existing authorised persons, 
then we ask that a grandfathering deemed permission extension be provided.  We 
see no policy reason to require applications and consideration of those applications 
for permission extensions to be made. 
 
The FSA needs to be both to authorise and register partnership schemes.  We note 
that when OEICs were introduced, responsibility for authorisation and registration 
originally rested with different bodies but subsequently changed such that the FSA 
carried out both functions.  A similar approach would be preferable for partnership 
schemes.  There seems no good reason to treat partnerships differently to OEICs. 
 
See also answer to Box 3.A above. 
 
 
 



Box 3.G: Question 28 
 

28. Do you agree that there is no commercial need for umbrella partnership 
schemes and that in view of the complications that could arise from the 
authorisation of such schemes, legislative provision should exclude the option 
of establishing partnership schemes with sub-schemes? (See new FSMA 
section 235A(6)(c)) 

 
No comments. 
 
Box 4.A: Questions 29 and 30 
 

29. To what extend do tax-exempt investors give up the benefit of their tax-
exempt status by investing in non-exempt opaque funds? 

 
30. As a tax exempt investor, would you consider investing through a transparent 

fund that achieved limited tax-drag? If so, what would be the driver of the 
decision (e.g. access to expertise in relation to an unfamiliar territory)? 
 

No comments. 
 
Box 4.B: Questions 31 to 36 
 

31. Do you agree that a co-ownership scheme may properly be regarded as tax 
transparent – i.e. that profits and income arising from the acquisition, 
holding, management and disposal of scheme property should not be 
chargeable to corporation tax as profits of the scheme, and investors in the 
scheme will be liable to tax on their share of the fund’s income and on capital 
gains on disposal of their interest in the scheme? 

 
Yes, we believe that, at least under UK tax principles, the co-ownership scheme 
should be regarded as tax transparent.  
 

32. Given that UK partnerships are already widely understood to be tax 
transparent, would you expect them to offer any tax benefits to investors that 
differ from those expected to be derived from investment in co-ownership 
schemes? 

 
Partnerships are understood to be transparent not only in the UK but also in most 
other countries.  Experience with currently available contractual schemes (e.g. FCPs 
in Luxembourg and CCFs in Ireland) suggests that some countries might have 
difficulties recognising the co-ownership scheme as transparent.  Having the 
partnership scheme as an alternative should ensure that a transparent UK vehicle will 
be available for most or all investment markets. 
 

33. Do you consider that a UK contractual scheme would have tax advantages or 
disadvantages when compared with tax transparent funds established outside 
the UK? 

 
34. Do you consider that the reliefs outlined (“Setting up a new contractual 

scheme”) are necessary and also sufficient to enable and encourage 
contractual schemes to be set up? 



 
35. Taking into account the TTF design, including the proposed umbrella 

structure and issues of transferability, in what other circumstances might 
relief/exemption be appropriate? 

 
36. We would be interested in views on what the best way of protecting the 

reliefs, taking into account the effectiveness of the protection and 
competitiveness of the fund. 
 

No comments. 
 
Box 5.A: Questions 37 and 38 
 

37. Are there any areas of the COLL rules and / or guidance where it would be 
inappropriate to treat contractual schemes in the same way as AUTs and 
OEICs? If so, which areas and why? 

 
38. Are there any specific additional requirements needed in COLL to deal with 

the specificities of contractual schemes? 
 

To the extent allowed by the different legal structure of contractual schemes they 
should be treated in exactly the same way as AUTs and OEICs.   Any differences 
should be driven only by the legal nature of the scheme to meet any tax objectives. 
 
See as well our comments about permissions above. 
 


